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Our first 60 years…



Our next 60 years…



Source watersheds are 

a nexus of action for 
water security,

resilient cities, 

biodiversity,

and a stable climate.



Source watersheds are vital infrastructure for water security

• 4000 cities

• Nature can help in 4 
out of 5 cities

• 10 GT CO2/year

• 78M farmers 

• Reduce food security 

risk

…. and critical co-

benefits



Reduced Extinction Risk
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Meeting Aichi Protection Targets
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Better  Biodiversity

One in six cities could fully pay through water treatment O& M savings alone

½
US$2



Water Funds: 

A tested approach to investing in 
watershed services where 
collective action is needed.  

All funds share some characteristics:

(1) Science-based plan

(2) Multi-stakeholder Governance 

(3) Long-term Financing

(4) Implementation Capacity

Source: Forest Trends



Water Funds in Action



Positive impact on nature: Quito Water Fund
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• Critical ecosystems conserved: 39,000 

hectares protected – 3,500 ha restored. 

• Terrestrial and freshwater integrity 

improved.

• Carbon pool protected. 

• Adaptation strategy in face of glacier 

retreat.



Guandu Watershed © Adriano Gambarini
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WATER FUNDS TOOLBOX 
SUPPORTING THEWATER FUND NETWORK
IN ACTION

TNC has over 190 staff and IP infrastructure focused on implementing water funds 

190 staff organized in a global practice across all 

regions

Toolkit and curated knowledge to support TNC staff 

and partners in developing water funds at scale



Protecting Water Atlas



“Water is not only our 

essential ingredient, 

but our link with 

nature and people in 

the communities 

where we work. To 

invest in nature-

based solutions is 

the best way to 

share a value with 

society.”

Pedro Massa

Shared Value Director, 

Coca-Cola Brazil



“Through 

reforestation, native 

trees are being 

planted, which are 

sources of food for 

these animals, and 

they are returning.”

Carlos Alberto Marques

Retired Farmer, 

Brazil’s Guandu Watershed



aerickson@tnc.org
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Cities can lead; we all have a role to play
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Activities



Benefits

Benefits


